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Through careful analysis of the observational data on the mass of elementary fermions, we
determine that an intrinsic pattern does exist. A geometric progression is proposed to describe the
mass distribution of elementary fermions, and using the observational data of neutrino oscillations,
we estimate the masses of neutrino.
All three generations of quarks and charged leptons are known to have mass, and previous
experiments on neutrino oscillations show that at least two types of neutrinos have mass 1,2.
According to the Standard Model (SM), the masses of elementary particles are observed due to
spontaneous symmetry breaking 3, 4. However, the neutrino masses are extremely small. Is the
theoretical basis for neutrino masses the same as for the masses of other elementary fermions? In
this paper, we study the mass distribution of quarks and leptons and estimate the mass of neutrinos.
In Table 1, we have arranged the three known generations of quarks and leptons in three columns
and four rows in accordance with their masses, and the columns and rows of elementary fermions
are denoted by l and n，respectively. The first generation of elementary fermions includes a down
quark, an up quark, an electron, and an electron neutrino; the second generation--charm quark,
strange quark, muon, and a muon neutrino; the third generation--top quark, bottom quark, tau, and
tau neutrino (top to bottom); Take the mass of elementary fermions in column l and row n as mln, and
put fn = m3n/(m1n+m2n) and Kn = fn/fn+1. Using the recommended values from the Particle Data Group
(2020) 5, the following values were calculated:
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neutrino masses are in the normal order. When 𝑚1 ≪ 𝑚2, 𝑚2 ≃ √Δ𝑚21
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Using the data of observed neutrino oscillations , and equations (1), yields:
K3

2.888  0.053
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We were surprised to find that the values of K1, K2, and K3 are approximately equal within the error
range. Thus, the following hypothesis is proposed: for the mass distribution of quarks and leptons in
Table 1, Kn is a constant and can be denoted as K. Here, it can be called the mass structure constant
of elementary fermions. Combining equations (1) and (2), we can concluded that
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K  K 1 K 2 K 3 =2.8660.226
0.196 , f 4  5.8390.427
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Furthermore, the estimated neutrino masses are as follows:
m1   0-0.00056  eV; m2   0.00857-0.00880  eV;
m3   0.04992-0.05064  eV

（4）

Table 1 Mass Distribution of Elementary Fermions
Generation
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We propose the following geometric progression formula to describe the mass distribution of the
elementary fermions:
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where α is the fine structure constant. Using a more accurate mass measurement of charged leptons,
the value of K obtained from equation (5) is 2.851050±0.000096. This can be viewed as a standard
K value. Equation (5) is in very good agreement with observation for n = 1, 2, and 4. Using 𝛼 =
𝑐𝜇0 𝑒 2 /2ℎ, where e is the elementary charge, 𝜇0 is the magnetic constant, h is Planck’s constant,
and c is the speed of light in a vacuum, equation (5) can be rewritten as follows:
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where eℎ = ±√2ℎ/𝑐𝜇0 , which can be called a vacuum charge. The vacuum charge is considered the
basic unit that makes up the vacuum field. We propose that K-n in equation (6) characterizes the
quantum state of the vacuum field, which can be called a space quantum state. Further, the
transition of a vacuum field from one space quantum state to another space quantum state is
defined as the space transition of the vacuum field. We propose fn characterizes some quantum state
of an elementary fermion field, then the quantum transition from the state fn to fn+1 can be defined
as a mass transition of the elementary fermion field. According to equation (6), the mass transition of
the elementary fermion field is caused by the space transition of the vacuum field.
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